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Gov. Perpich packs PAC

Governor Rudolph Perpich gave his State of the State
Address Tuesday, february 9 on the main stage of the
Winona State University Performing Arts Center. It

marked the first time the address was given outside of
the capitol. It was attended by various government officials and invited guests. Perpich outlined the frame
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work for further economic success in Minnesota stressing education in high-tech fields which he and many
others view as the wave of the future.

More jobs due because of legislative proposals
By JACKIE COSTA
News Editor

Lawmakers, dignitaries, university officials and neighbors filled
the Performing Arts Center's main
stage last night to hear Gov. Rudy
Perpich give his State of the State
address.
"The state of our state is
good...and will continue to get better," Perpich said.
The good threads tying his
speech together were no surprise.
He stressed jobs—jobs through
education excellence, through applied research and economic
development, through tax reforms
and through a clean environment.
Speaker of the Minnesota House
of Representatives, Bob Vanasek
(DFL-New Prague) said the governor gave an upbeat speech and
laid out the long range priorities,
but neglected to mention the short
term needs.
Perpich continued to show his
zeal for the Greater Minnesota Corporation Tuesday night. He said it
is a public corporation operating

like a business designed to join the
classroom to the marketplace.
"The GMC will speed up the pro-

isit causes some: 'inco
By PQNNIE HEDRINGTON
6SV:tifews Editor
GOV, Perpich honored Winona State University by
choosing it oe,the site for his State of the State address last might, yet the honor was tarnished a bit
by a few inconveniences caused by the governor's
visit.
The event displaced classes normally scheduled
for the evening in the Performing Arts Center,
Also telephone lines had to be slightly reduced
from approximately 6 to 8:30 p.m. "Quite a few lines
were needed for emergency lines and media lines,"
said Joanne Rosozy1k, 09%. to the vice president of
student affairs. Manytifine.::.:Media lines were need: ed for press who had to call their stories to St. Paul,
Some students were also displaced because the
press needed several rooms in Kryzsko Commons
cess that turns ideas into jobs," the
governor said.
Last session laws were passed
guaranteeing $240 million to GMC,
a research and development agency that Winona State University
wants to work with to find new

technologies and products.
However, Vanasek said some of
the money Perpich wants to go to

and puolic reception was held at 704!0:Ift :. "It's a one socttOztal," said Lyle HallIclay, director of maintenance, "and I think everyone
understands the various inconveniences."
Temporary street closing44110 no-parking zones
were put into effect ar9410::. 'the Performing Arts
Center. The parking restrictions were to provide safe
and adequate traffic pow through the area and ac
comodate televisipk:brgaticast Equipment trucks
and commercial 01109S...bringing people from St.
Paul.
"We didn't receive",.:an , ,complaints about parking," said Jim rae
In an effort to hel
Transit Service provided frtie,
e serer
pie attending the event.
`

the GMC should be used to resolve
other items like a transportation
fund package, restoring renter's
credit and refunding homeowner's
property tax—three issues Perpich
didn't mention during the State of

the State.
Senate Minority Leader Duane
Benson (IR-Lanesboro) said,
"Those GMC funds are needed for

highway repair." Vanasek added,
"We'll go after the GMC funds."
Perpich said he wants to keep
education at a level of exemplary
excellence. State University
System Chancellor Robert
Carothers said, "It's going to be a

tough session." He didn't think
there would be problems getting
money for new campus buildings.

But he thought getting the sales
tax repealed would be a little
harder. "We'll try for all five requests but we're not that optimistic," he said. The system has
five items on its 1988 legislative
agenda. Each issue asks for state
funds.
The governor wants to expand
research to transform fresh ideas
into high technology jobs. He
wants to reform the tax system and
make government services more
efficient. Also, he'd like to "continue Minnesota's strong environment protection that is so basic to
health and quality of life."
It's important, Perpich said, "to
establish the state universities as
magnets for regional high
technology business growth."
"That is why I have come to
Winona this evening. This campus,
this city and this region are a
perfect example of how partnerships between business and
education can stimulate economic

development.
Abdut 82 House members and
about half the Senate came along
See Pioposal, page 2
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Students vote
NSR membership
made a referendum
By JACKIE COSTA
News Editor

Students will now decide whether or not Winona State University will
be part of a national lobby group.
Student senators voted last week to let students vote on a referendum to join National Student Roundtable. The vote came up after sen.
Evan Hartshorn presented a petition with over 350 student signatures
in favor of rejoining the group.
Winona State could rejoin NSR in either of two ways: becoming an
independent member or a member through Minnesota State University Student Association.
Previously, Winona State like the other seven state universities were
associated with NSR just by being part of MSUSA. But, MSUSA's
Presidents Council voted to pull out of the national group in December.
That decision was upheld at the January Meeting.
Student senate either had to accept Hartshorn's petition or vote on
making it into a referendum. The motion failed enabling a student vote
Feb. 23.
According to senate's constitution, if a petition fails it has to be submitted for referendum within 15 days after the senate vote. Ten percent of the students have to vote "yes" to rejoin NSR.
NSR has members from state student associations in Florida and
Texas. Potential members include the Associated Students of Kansas,
New York and Wisconsin.
During the meeting Hartshorn said, "People had forgotten to ask
students what they thought about (NSR). That's why I started (the petition)." He said he provided every petition signer the opportunity to read
the mission statement.
Signers also acknowledged the organization's debt. Tim Marshall,
a Winona State student and a NSR board member said the group currently has a debt of $21,000, down from $31,145 almost a year ago
but plans to eliminate $11,000 within the next couple of weeks.
Jim Traeger, senate president, said the advantage of leaving NSR
now is not being held responsible for any debts.
Craig Stoxen, student senate treasurer, said he was concerned the
signers weren't given enough information. He cited a personal example, "...one side acknowledging, 'yes we have a $21,000 debt but boy
it's such a good organization."'
Traeger appointed a sub-committee to look at all national student
organizations that lobby in Washington, D.C. He said most important
is being heard on the national level.
Sen. Bob Basch said, "We aren't in a real hurry. I don't think there
is any big rush for us to get into this organization so why don' t we let
them get organized, pay their debts and then look into getting into it."
Freshman sen. Steve Clift "was appalled at the process that's gone
around this situation."
He said, "We have the information now and there are 14 mailboxes
where people haven't picked it out to bring it to the meeting."
"There are over 5,000 students on this campus and we need to represent them," sen. Brad Mackinaw said. "We need national representation and right now we only have two options. We have NSR and USSA
(United States Student Association—another national lobby group). Our
third option is too continue to allow whoever is in the White House to
continue to screw us out of our financial aid. We have to stop thinking
about what you or I want and think about what's best for those on campus."

Proposal
Continued from page 1
for the speech. Only 15 or 16
House Independent Republicans
left the Capitol.
House Minority Leader Bill
Schreiber (IR-Brooklyn Park) skipped the address because he's
been offended by the governor's
programs for the past year. "The
governor has been focusing on glitzy projects and forgetting about the
basic needs of Minnesota," he
said.
Perpich's proposals were just as
direct as Schreiber's comments. "I
am proposing a series of reforms
to improve what is already the
lowest drop-out rate in the nation...I
propose a Minnesota employment
and training fund to help retain
workers who have been laid off
from long term employment.
He also proposed a major property tax reform to cut the commercial/industrial tax rate by 10
percent.
He's proposed a comprehensive
waste reduction and recycling act.
His final proposal is a Minnesota
environment and natual resources
trust fund which would provide a
stable long term source of money
that is needed to maintain the
environment.
Perpich plans to fund the long
term initiative by asking Minnesotans to vote for a state lottery.
Half of the lottery's proceeds would
go to the trust fund and the other
half to GMC, Perpich said.
Sen. Roger Moe (DFL-Erskire)
said, "I don't believe the
Legislature by law would want to
obligate where the potential
revenue from a lottery would go."
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When:

February 12-13, 1988

What:

Dance Marathon beginning 8:00 p.m.
Friday until 12 midnight Saturday.
Breaks will be given.
Casino games and prizes Saturday from
1:00 until 7:00 p.m.
8:00-12:00 KAGE 95 broadcasting live!!!

*Welcome and Farewell parties with music and

Where:

East Cafeteria, Winona State University

activities

Cost:

Friday Night $3.00
Per Dance Marathon Couples
FREE GENERAL ADMISSION.
Saturday - 1 pm - 12 Midnight
$1.00 per person

Prizes:

(Dance Marathon Couple)
$150.00 First
$100.00 Second
$ 50.00 Third

Student Packages Include:
*7 nights lodging in luxurious condominiums
with full kitchens living room, color TV, private
balcony featuring heated pools & jacuzzi,
plus more.

*Free windsurfing or sailing or bay cruise
*Volleyball tournament with prizes
*Sand castle building contest with prizes

For immediate reservations call with 4, 6, 8
or 10 people ready to deposit

$1 59

Person

4FroFF

1 -800-HI-PADRE
or call
your travel agent
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University system's request explained
Editor's note: As Gov. Rudy Perpich and the 1988

Legislature convened Tuesday, Minnesota State University System officials were planning their lobby efforts. The
1988 Legislative session is a short one—six weeks.
However, there is much work to be done and a lot of money
to be allocated.
The system is requesting $25 million to fund five different legislative items.

in enrollment figures doesn't allow the system to fund
about 6,000 students. The Legislative package calls for
money to do so. The last funding item deals with faculty
members serving the community.
Passing property tax reform, renter's credit, and a bonding bill is also on the agenda. The bonding bill is what
Winona State University needs to fund the progress of the
proposed Health and Applied Science Building.

This is the first part of a two part story covering systemwide budget request items. This week read about student
retention through enhanced work study programs and a
plan to attract quality faculty to the universities.
Next week, the Winonan will cover three request items.
First, the repeal of a tax on purchases of supplies, equipment and library materials. The second issue involes funding student enrollment. Currently an unexpected surge

Winonan Photo By Dave Rood

As Winona State's faculty ages into retirement, university officials are faced with

the new problem of finding replacements.

Numbers of professor dwindling
By JULIE FOEGEN
Editor in Chief

This fall's record enrollment rise of 11 percent was a plus for Winona
State University. However, the Minnesota State University System fears
that by 2000 there won't be enough faculty members to sustain regular
enrollment, let alone increases.
In order to prevent this the system will request $.5 million recruiting
money from the state Legislature this session.
This money will assist the campuses in aggressively recruiting faculty
with funds going for candidate travel and assciated costs for interviewing and recruiting.
According to the state system, over a majority of faculty in the system

Roches

will reach retirement age during the next 15 years.
Data obtained by Dennis Martin, director of institutional research, indicates that 71 of 221 full time Winona State professors will turn 65
by 2,000. According to a 1982 ruling, professors do not have to retire
at 65 but Gary Janikowski, director of human resources, said most at
Winona State still do.
He said the reason so many are retiring in 2000 is because Winona
State had a hiring boom in the late 60s early, 70s. "There was a lot
of hiring at that time," he said. "So at some point there will be a lot
of retiring."
The State University System has stated that "large numbers of retir-

See Professor, page 6
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The Greater Minnesota Corporation general fund has approved
$1.9 million for a "Greater
Rochester Area University Center,
yet faculty at Winona State University aren't convinced that a university center is the answer to the
Rochester community's higher
education problems.
At a special meeting of Winona
State's faculty senate on Friday,
the university center's board of
directors met with senate members
to discuss their plans.
The center would be an educational agency, chartered and funded by the State Legislature. It
would coordinate all the offerings
of the area institutions (called pro-

C

rese*oh,
acct r ft to thesbOard propOal.

A Graduate Research Center for
research, learning and technology
and an advocate of area industry,
talent and interest, is also part of
the proposal.
Winona State University would
be one of 12 higher education institutions providing the university
center with educational services.
Sen. Nancy Braatas (IRRochester), one of the board
members, explained some of the
benefits the center would offer.
These included expanding the
Rochester job market and research
capabilities. "It would also offer the
• •••

0.•

•
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"If the <area is to realize potential

as a technologically based
economy it must address its educational weaknesses and capitalize
on its technological strengths."
Winona State faculty sen. 8onnie Smith asked Brataas what a
university center board could do
that Winona State couldn't?
Brataas said the one institution
could keep all the providers in line.
She said a way to settle interinstitutional disagreements had to
exist.
Another major objection was the
spending of $1.9 rnillion to support
. . , , . ....
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Work lets
students
stay on
By CONNIE HEDRINGTON
Asst. News Editor

Grants are becoming extinct forcing students today to take loans
to finance their education.
Federal support is continually
moving from grants to loans consequently pushing students into
debt. The cost of higher education
is rising as is the debt load of
students.
Robert Carothers, chancellor of
the Minnesota State University
System has prepared proposals for
the Minnesota State Legislature to
challenge the quality and accessibility of certain programs.
"Students need meaningful work
that will not only help pay bills but
also further th‘ir careers,"
Carothers said. This could provide
a chance for students to advance
in the skills of their discipline.
The State University System has
seen a 15 percent increase of unfunded student enrollment. This increase occurred from 1985, when
the enrollment was 41,800 to 1988,
with an enrollment of 48,257.

See Ifilditairlfe
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Responsibilities ignored
Winona State University's admission standards are intentionally low to allow those who may have made a few past mistakes a
second chance.
This is the way it should be.
"If you only admit the (people with very high grades) look at all
the successful people throughout the world who could never have
gotten in," President Tom Stark said at the January Meet and
Discuss meeting.
However if people who haven't had terrific grades or study habits
in the past are admitted it seems only responsible to provide some
kind of program to assist \ them while they "catch up."
"There should be places like state universities where people can
be admitted on a provisional basis and should be able to get help,"
Stark Lsaid.
However a recent proposal for a Winona State remedial program
was shot down by administration. It had been approved by both
faculty and student senate yet administration said the proposal was
"not timely."
Stark said Aiey were in favor of the program which would have
included such things as having smaller class sizes, individual tutoring and academic advising but he felt it had to be put on hold.
Rod Henry, faculty senate president, believes administration still
thinks it's an excellent idea but it is on temporary hold because
certain powers that be indicated negative reactions that might cause
a change in admission standards.
He said the faculty is still committed to going forward next
legislative session to try and obtain the money needed to fund the
program but it isn't right to go after it at this point. The program
was originally planned to begin in 1989 anyway, he said.
It's good that support for the program exists but there needs to
be more than that. Basic programs essential to present students'
survival are needed as much as future growth and the money from
the Legislature to provide that growth is needed.
" It isn't fair to offer provisional student's the hope of a second
chance without the resources to make sure their second chance
is as successful as possible.

NSR not for Winona State

Reader's View
Thanks for help
To the Editor:

Last Monday, as I went about the
process of registering for classes,
I was injured from a fall outside
Minne Hall.
At the time of my accident,
there were a number of individuals who freely and

Support deserved
To the Editor:

As a student concerned with
the 1988 U.S. Senate race, I feel
I must comment on the January
visit of .U'.S. Senator Dave
Durenberger. Throughout his
years in the Senate, Dave has
demonstrated a willingness to
confront the tough issues facing
our country.
He is deeply concerned with

Ice must go now
To the Editor:

We keep going round and round with this issue. Round and round
the National Student Roundtable.
For over a year student senate's been entertaining themselves
thinking they can come up with a solution whether or not to be a
part of the national lobby group.
We're in and we're out. The votes are always being reconsidered,
it seems.
Maybe Winona State will get somewhere this time though
because it's up to a student vote Feb. 23.
NSR is in theory a good thing, but it doesn't have its act together
and we find it incomprehensible to support a group of concerned
scattered students who don't know which way is up.
The group is made up largely of Florida schools, in fact the director is from Florida. Now how can a Florida person be effective when
he's there and not in Washington, D.C.? Indeed most students have
the same needs—tuition increases and independent student
statuses, but it would be so much more effective if Winona State
and the other schools in the State University System could join
others in our area and lobby Capitol Hill.
We can still be friends with the students in Florida, but it's more
sensible if we hang out with students closer by. We could form our
own informal lobby group and be just as effective. for no group is
effective when it's unorganized.
That just might be the reason why NSR is flowing like whitewater
rapids instead of the Shenandoah River. It's only three years old,
it's getting too big in its infancy. The organization would prosper
more if it had different perameters.
MSUSA has taught us how to lobby well. Let's use those skills
and prove we can be effective without a organization with a fancy
name or a big debt.
It takes 10 percent of the students at Winona State to either get
us into. a mess or keep us out. Let's stay out and see what we can
do on our own.

There must be a better way to
use our school funds than to give
them to the maintenance department. For the awful work they do,
these employees truly deserve a
pay cut down to minimum wage
levels.
We can blame lack of funds,
mother nature and even the
employees themselves, but such
a sense of naivete, ignorance and
passivity is unacceptable from
this university and its students.

unselfishly gave their help.
Eric Barr stood out in the cold
(he gave me his coat while I lay
on the sidewalk) and made sure
I was helped in an intelligent
manner.
Professor Richmond McCluer
stayed by me and gave friendly
support.
Tim Marpe dropped what he

was doing to ride to the hospital
and wait for me until I was
released.
Many other teachers and
students offered their help during
and after my mishap.
To all these kind people, I
would like to say thank you.

the problems that we, as future
leaders, will have to address. As
he has often stated, " This nation's greatest obligation is to
meet Thomas Jefferson'sfirst test
of citizenship, to leave the next
generation of Americans—our
children—with opportunities and
choices no less than our own."
The problem, however, is that
there are those who would make
us believe that complex issues
have simple
answers; that
•

political grandstanding means
more than substance; that a wellknown name is worth more than
hard work and political courage.
Dave Durenberger is a
thoughtful, courageous leader

Blame the university, the administration in specific.
SALT AND SAND THESE ICY
SIDEWALKS FOR HEAVEN'S
SAKE, too many students on too
few square feet depend on the
maintenance department on such
days for their safety.
Too bad the people who run
this university won't make a
public apology for the state of affairs on that day (Feb. 1). It was
midday when the maintenance
crew started doing their job between Kryzsko Commons and
Minne Hall.

To be more specific, on days
such as "slip and slide" day, such
neglect might carry criminal
implications.
Wake up administrators! Smell
the roses. Winter is not over and
I do not intend to slip and fall
your
get
Either
again.
maintenance people out before 8
a.m. classes or install garbage
cans full of sand on campus corners so I can do it myself.

Sincerely,
Jim Coons

who is willing to go beyond

"politics as usual" and delve into the tough issues. He deserves
our support.
Sincerely,
Todd Yeiter

Sincerely,
Timothy Torosian
Winona State sophomore
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Commentary
Off the Wall
By
Dave Pulk

Reader's View
Classes needed
To the Editor:

Keep your pennies
As much as I hate to sound like Andy Rooney, there's something
that really bugs me, and I've got to get it off my chest.
What's been bugging me lately is pennies. I don't mean the chain
of retail stores, and I'm not referring to the family of our man in
Washington, Tim Penny.
The pennies I'm talking about are those bothersome, worthless
little pieces of copper that are being pawned off by our government
as official U:S. currency.
To me, there's absolutlely no reason these coins should be in
circulation. It's senseless, and I think the country would get along
just fine being cents-less;
The main reason I'd like to get rid of pennies is that I honestly
believe they're living, breeding creatures. Have you ever noticed
that when you carry them around in your pocket or purse, or when
you leave them on your dresser, they seem to multiply? .
I'd bet if left unattended, pennies would soon take over the entire world. Sounds like Communism to me.
A long time ago I decided rather than having these things
breeding in my pocket, I'd throw them into a jar. After a year or
so of some serious multiplying, I noticed they had formed little cities
and had elected leaders who all looked like Abe Lincoln.
Off I went to the bank to cash in my pennies and become a rich
man. The bank people dump the coins into a machine that kills them
and then gives a body count. The count wasn't as high as I thought
it would be, and I walked away six dollars and 48 cents richer. Wow.
A long time ago I heard why there are so many pennies around.
It seems this guy named J.C. Penney (that's the guy with the stores)
decided he couldn't trust his cashiers. To make sure they had to
go to the cash register on every sale instead of pocketing the
money, Penney put odd prices on all his products.
Later, psychology types discovered that Penney's pricing system
moved more products. It seems that ten bucks might be too much
to pay for an item, but people didn't mind spending $9.99.
I think though that today the American consumer is a bit smarter
and eliminating the penny is a smart move. Retailers could still
play mind games with product pricing, but at the cash register, the
clerk can just round up or down to the nearest nickel.
The penny's so worthless that people don't even stop to pick one
off the ground, so who would complain if their purchases were one
or two cents more? That way, you wouldn't have to take the things
home to breeding jars.
One problem to deal with would be changes in familiar phrases.
We'd have to say things like "A nickel for your thoughts," or people would put in their "two nickels worth." Good fortune would be
called nickels from Heaven.
Most college students who are now penniless would become
nickeless, and we would have to start wearing nickel loafers.
Although purging the penny may cost the government a pretty
nickel, I think it's worth it. If you agree, write your congressman.
But be careful if you write to Rep. Tim Penny, make sure you
specify which penny you want eliminated.

Editorial Board Policy
The Winonan Editorial Board meets weekly as a group, at least two full 'days prior
to the date of publication, to decide whether or not the editor's side on an issue is representative of the staff's opinion on such an issue.
The Editorial Board also presents ideas for editorial writing, of which the editor in chief
can choose to write about. The editor in chief holds the Dower of final editorial choice
and editorial prose.
However, the idea of the editorial must be in accordance with the staff's opinion on
the issue through a majority vote of the Editorial Board.
The board consists of the editor in chief, three section editors and one staff member.

My name is Shelley Durkee and
I am a senior secondary education major who is very upset
because of Winona State University's education department.
I went in Monday (Feb. 1) to
pre-registration thinking I would
have no problems getting my
classes. Unfortunately, the
education department did it to me
again. My secondary reading
class closed after a few hours of
being open and so did my
chances of graduating.
I desperately needed that class,

THIS QUARTER. Unfortunately,
only one section is offered a
quarter, at night with a cut-off limit
of 25 students and priority to
graduate students.
Why can't there be two sections
offered a quarter like the rest of
the required classes in the education core? Or why can't a required
class like this be offered in the
summer?

Don't expose it
."0 the Editor:
Through out life we are constantly meeting people with new
and different ideas. Although opinions may vary, people can still
present themselves as being nice
and pleasant as well as humble
and forgiving.
Some, however, act stuck-up,
judging others solely on their own
personal values and egotistical
standards. Such seems to be the
case with Tisha Harms, the naive
writer behind the "Life's Just
Trite," column published in -the

Winonan.
A couple of weeks ago I came
across Tisha's column only to find
her carrying on about how she
had been picked up at a local bar.
To her astonishment a pass, by
some guy suggesting sexual activity had been made toward her.
(Sigh!?!)
My first thought was that the
guy must have had the old "beer
goggles" on. This is the only supporting evidence I can find as to

When I tried to ask these questions to some of the education
teachers, I got the cold shoulder
and no answers!
I work hard to meet all the requirements the education department dishes out, the least they
could do is offer the classes I
need.
There are around 6,000
students at Winona State and
have a required class cut-off limit
at 25 is absurd. I came to Winona
State for a good education and to
become a good teacher. Unfortunately I am going to leave
Winona State with a headache
and no respect for the education
scheduling system.
Some of the education teachers
do a super job trying to help us.
Some remember what it's like trying to graduate. But the decisions
have to be made at the top.
Winona State is increasing in
size and so is the number of
students in education. The
department should try to adjust to
this increase. WE NEED THESE
why he hit on her. I sincerely
doubt it was her charming
personality.
Secondly, I thought of what an
idiot she is to have been 'so surprised at the occurance of sexual
interest at a singles bar, and then
offended by it.
Lastly, I wanted to know what,
in the name of all that's holy, was
she thinking about when she exposed this in the school
newspaper? I once heard some
good advice that Tisha may find
useful: It is better to be thought a
fool, than to speak and remove all
doubt.
Tisha also felt the urge this past
week to write about smokeless
tobacco. Her opinion on the topic
was not completely unbearable.
Once again, however, it was her
approach.
By referring to a dip as a
"slimey wad of stinky mulch," she
managed to display her intelligence through her sharp
choice of vocabulary.
The—fact that she has tried it,
fails to impress me. However, if

CLASSES!
If someone does not start to
listen and do something the
education department is going to
get a bad reputation: I am already
hearing a lot of undergraduate
education majors talking about
transferring so they can get the
classes they need. I don't blame
them. You go through four years
of college, fighting to get classes to graduate on time, and then Ouring senior year you hear, "Class
closed," and all your hopes and
dreams close too!
I am so sick of trying to talk
teachers into letting me into their
class, or going to student senate
and signing a petition to get
another section open.
IS ANYONE LISTENING TO
STUDENTS? DOES ANYONE
CARE IF WE GRADUATE?
I am mad, upset and I want to

graduate ON TIME!

Sincerely,
Shelley Durkee
Secondary Education Major

she does not like it then she does
not have to do it! She should not
condemn others who do enjoy it.
(Ooopps!) Excuse me, I almost
forgot. She finds chewing unattractive. I can see no great loss to
the man, or boy as Tisha may
have it, who enjoys dipping.
I would like to condi -I-diby
stating that there is nothing wrong
with Tisha's opinions or her desire
to remain sexually inactive. I too
share some views and morals
with Tisha.
I do feel, however, that she
should not attack others, through
the school media, who differ from
her opinions . Tisha may call me a hypocrite
but I am simply giving her a dose of her own medicine. So just
remember Tisha, "If you don't
have anything nice to say, then
don't say it at all!"

Sincerely,
Brad Engelbrecht and
Rob Semrad
Winona State freshmen

Put a little love in your heart!
Happy Valentine's Day!
To make your Valentine's Day
special, I've designed a short and
sweet Valentine form letter that you
can fill in, cut out and send or give
to your favorite guy or gal. Keep the
letter tucked in your purse or wallet
if you plan to meet your Valentine
on Saturday night.
[ ]To my One and Only,
[ ]Hi! Don't I know you from
somewhere?
[ ]To my Sweetheart,
[ ]Hey Babes,
[ ]Dear Tall, Dark and Handsome,

Life's Just
Trite
By
-Tisha
Harms
Jail of the above:[ ]none of the above, this is a gag
letter.

I am giving/sending you this letter to:
[ ]say Happy Valentine's Day!
I think of ydu:
[ pen you I love you.
[]when I see Rambo movies.
[ ]tell you I think we could make []when I hear love songs.
beautiful music together.
[]when we're near to each other

and our auras mingle.

To show you how much you
mean to me, if I could I'd buy you
the following Valentine's Day
present(s):
[ ]a year's supply of olives.
[ ]365 dozen red roses.
[ la big box of candy (if you'd share
it with me).
[ ]a candlelight dinner and a night
on the town.
[ ]anything your little heart desires.
[ ]it depends on what you get for
me.

In conclusion, I'd just like to say:
[ ]you're the greatest thing since
sliced bread.
[ ]wanna come over and read the
comics with me?
[ wish you would kidnap me.
[ ]this is only the beginning.
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Center
Continued from page 3

described a situation at Auraria
where a room was allowed to flood
because no one could decide who
had the authority to have it fixed.
She said Tulsa was doing fine
but their board of trustees no
longer wanted to operate as a
center.
Eiken said the faculty's concern
in regard to the two model centers
were control factors and the fact
that each center exhibited incredible confusion.
Russ Hanson, board member
from the Mayo Foundation, said the
model organizations still had a lot
of pluses and only time would tell
what would happen to them. He
also explained that Mayo was trying to plan for tomorrow and
thought this was a great way to do
it. "(Mayo) needs and wants more
research in the sciences and

technology," he said.
Another error in the proposal occurred on a chart that illustrated the
voids in Rochester's higher education opportunities.
yoids included lacking baccalaureate programs in engineering, computer science, liberal arts,
education and social community
services. Lacking graduate programs in engineering, management, computer science and liberal
arts, and lacking continuing education courses in enginering,
management and social and community services.
"Baccalaureate and graduate
computer science courses are both
missing (from the chart)," said
Gerald Cichanowski, chair of the
computer science department. He
said they have had two computer
science courses in Rochester for at
least four years.
Dunbar said the proposal errors
bothered him. "It looks like (the errors) are deliberate omissions and
the board is not giving the whole

picture," he said.
Of the list of voids, Sen. Gary
MacDonald said he knew he could
fill four or five of them immediately
if Legislators could be convinced to
fulfill monetary needs.
There were other alternatives to
the university center but Brataas
felt this was the most feasible. "It
was the most feasible and cost effective," she said. "It coordinates
participation and the agency,
association needs are met and it
can build on current offerings."
Other alternatives included
building a new or major branch of
a public or private college or do
nothing. Faculty members thought
there must have been other
alternatives.
"Winona State faculty supported
Rochester and higher education in
Rochester for 15 years," Eiken
said. "We are not saying we don't
support (Rochester), we do. We've
demonstrated that. The goals are
!audible."

P rofessor

.

Continued from page 3

ing faculty combined with enrollment pressures, make for a major
problem of both immediate and
long term proportions."
There are also not many becoming faculty members which means
universities that want more faculty, will really have to compete for
them.
Heavy recruitment is the key according to the state system. "More
candidates than in the past must
be contacted, more interviewed
and more brought to campus," according to the 1988 Minnesota
State University System Legislative
Initiatives.

937
Bestsellers

-

Beyond orientation, you will have the challenges and the
growth opportunities that a world-class medical center
can provide.
Spring graduates apply now for positions available
in 1988. Starting salary $24,627. Attractive benefit
package.
Rochester Methodist Hospital is an 800-bed Mayo
Foundation Hospital. Choose challenge. Choose
growth. Choose Rochester Methodist Hospital.

Rochester Methodist Hospital, Personnel Services,

Nursing Recruitment Section, 201 West Center Street,
Rochester, MN 55902, (507) 286-7091 (Collect).

The U.S. Government Printing
Office has put together a new
catalog of the Government's
bestselling books. Find out what
Government books are all about.
Send for your free catalog.

Rochester Methodist Hospital

New Catalog

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Post Office Box 370(X)
Washington, D.C. 2001:3

*Almond Amaretto
*Caramel
*Chocolate Cheesecake
*Strawberry Cheesecake

Your education will not end with graduation. As a graduate nurse at Rochester Methodist Hospital, you will
receive a comprehensive twelve week long orientation
where you will further develop your professional skills.

A MAYO FOUNDATION HOSPITAL

*Champagne
*Brandy Alexander
*DUTCH Chocolate
*Framboise

*PLUS 10 other flavors
GREAT WITH OUR GOURMET DESSERT COFFEES
*CAFE ANGELICA
*CARAMELLE CREM
*Almond Amaretto
*Jamaican Blue Mountain
*PLUS 8 other varieties
Located In
Piccadilly LTD.
75 Plaza East
Downtown
Winona

Student Discount Days
Mon- Tue- Wed, Feb 15-16-17
Noon to 9 p.m.
Great styles and super savings.
Free consultations with every cut.
Precision Haircut & Style - Only $8.50

REGIS HAIRSTYLISTS
Winona Mall 452-2477

MSUSA lobby day set
By JACKIE COSTA
News Editor

The second Minnesota State
University Student Association
Lobby Day will be Feb. 18.
MSUSA , representative and
Winona State University student
Andrea Schmidt said that student
senate will pay for the transportation to and from the Capitol for any
student or faculty member who
wishes to attend.
"The purpose is to ensure that
the student voice is heard,"
Schmidt said.

Lobby Day gives students the
chance to meet with legislators.
Schmidt said she has set up
meetings and there are other
planned events like a rally at 2:30
p.m. and a reception at 5:30 p.m.
Schmidt said anyone who attends would get an information
packet. "It's important' to know
what you're talking about," she
said.
MSUSA's legislative platform includes issues like the bonding bill,
independent student status and the
SELF loan program.

YCDUvEllE •
[1HVOVEDU
What? SUMMER JOB INTERVIEWS
Who?

Anyone interested in a fun
summer job.

When? Thursday, February 18 from
9:00-4:00.

'Karen

Sweetland.

One of the most important items
Scholarship
is repealing the sales tax imposed This $400 nonrenewable. scholaron the State University System by . shipfprIbe,188-89 academioYear
the Legislature last session. ff:w.:1)1::bei,kArd
Schmidt said, "In the past the SUS
didn't have to pay on taxable expendatures. Now though in the first
four months it has spent about
$600,000. This is what makes tuition go up."
However, the money is being
Cumulative
held in a type of savings account
just in case the tax is repealed.
Feb. 17 is a Lobby Day for
students of the SUS but another
Lobby Day is scheduled for Feb.
24. On that day students from the
University of Minnesota, any com- MK
munity college or the SUS are invited to lobby.
Schmidt said, "It's a combine effort to show how much students
care. It opens everyones eyes.
Lobby Day gets students involved
and shows that lawmakers are
easily accessible.
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TEST
YOUR
SKILL.

Where? Student Union.

or t
moat

an> Revi

.
. magazine
inorlai. • Is. now
inona State
Cv,stty ok store and at Little

For more information and an application
contact Kimary Kulig 454-2930 ext. 265.

roDzs or Books,' Winona Mall,

Vat' LLeYfaiK
FAMILY AMUSEMENT PARK
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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QUITTING. IT COULD BE
IIIE TES7 OF YOUR LIFE.

CANDY IS
DANDIER
IN A
!uz;A.D®

A
The
Blizzard'
treat! The
upside down
treat so thick you
gotta spoon it up!
We blend it rich and
delicious with your choice
of candies like Snickers',
M & Butterfinger,'
Whoppers' candy and
Heath. -Taste one and
see--candy is dandier in
a Blizzard! Other flOVCIS
Include: cookies, fruit and

nuts, and more. Available
at participating Dairy
Queen" stores.

TOLL FREE SPRING BREAK INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS

WE TREar YOU RIGHT ®
1440 W. Broadway
Winona, MN
open every day
10:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.

1-800-321-5911
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The shortest distance
between you
and what's going on

Th e
WI NONAN
Make us a part of your life
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Work
Continued from page 3

"We will never be able to accommodate all of the students who
want to work," said Bob Lietzau,
the director of financial aid at
Winona State University. More opportunities need to be found for
students to work their way through _ •
college instead of borrowing.

The SUS will be requesting $ i .5
million to both develop and expand
academic and career-related
work/study opportunities.
Any additional funding will allow
an increase by 15 percent the
number of positions available to
students and to increase their hourly rate of pay. "We are totally in
favor of any additional funding that
could benefit the students," Lietzau said.

Winonan Photo By Tony lussel

day evening Congress voted down the aid package by a 119 to 111
margin.

Jim Grant argues with junior Jeff Dannman during an anti ContraAid rally held last Wednesday in the Minne courtyard. Late Wednes-
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on Hair?
FOCIEM

on Cash?

—Meat-Grade A Double

$3.25 cuts it...at the
Winona Tech
COSMETOLOGY CLINIC
HOURS: 9 to 4 Weekdays
454 - 4646

All work by students
under instructor supervision
on
Homer Road

kN‘,•<M:

Winona Technical Institute

O

r in any one of 60
countries in Asia, Africa
and Latin America. Your
first job after graduation
should offer you more
than just a paycheck.
As a Peace Corps Volunteer, you will handle
responsibilities and
meet challenges far
greater than those you
would be faced with in
a starting position in
the United States. International firms and
government agencies
acknowledge and
value that kind of
experience.

PEACE CORPS

25 years of
The toughest job you'll ever love.

Interviews:
Feb. 18, 9-3
Sign up now in
Placement Office
For more info call
1-800-247-0567

BREASTED
FRYERS

—Bakery—

—Deli—
Chicken Dinner
s ahl ai cdk ean
for
m p20. t a4 tpoc C

Apple Sauce
DONUTS

.._

coleslaw

San

. •u

Westgate Shopping Center
Open 7 days a Week
6 a.m. - Midnight
Prices Good Thru
Feb. 16, 1988

$4

9g

u lb

UP S
Double
A- Coupons TO ."7
Saus., Pep.or Combo

I .4 9 Dozen

EVERYDAY THRU 3-1-88
Limit 2 Coupons for like items
other Details in Store

New Revlon

—Bakery-

SHAMPOO

Valentine
White Cake

,$

$

Clean & Clear

ROMA
PIZZA
S

2/4
15-16oz.

1 99
99

1 1 oz

A

1 99

9"

Heart Shape

EUROBIKE TREK
_
*
...
.
0._ 111

-0

1

European
TanS_pa.

And Toning Center

From February 1st to the 29th
get 7 tanning sessions for
only $28.50 plus tax!
Deadline for use is March 16th

Don't ruin your Spring Break
With a Sunburn. See us
for our complete
line of tanning products.
Personal, Clean and Relaxing Atmosphere
Call for an appt. 454-3042, 1441 Gilmore Ave

..;■;,--\\

.

1

'5.
,
III

*Bicycle Tour Holland, Belgium, France
Germany, Luxumberg
*May 25 - June 15, 1988
*Approximate cost, $1580.00 (covers flight,
meals, lodging, eqUipment except bikes).
,

Bemidji State
University

* Designed for College Students 40
•
For more info. write or call: Outdoor Program
center Hobson Union, Bemidji State Univ.
Bemidji, MN 56601
(218)755-3760 or 755-2999

4

COD

outmost PROGRAM

AND
IMITATION CENT=

.
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Firstcaucus complete
Text by JULIE FOEGEN
DES MOINES, Iowa — Bright lights, satellites and red ties flooded
downtown Des Moines Monday night as over 3,000 reporters and
photographers gathered to bring America live results of what Iowans
thought of the recent batch of presidential candidates.
Sixty miles out of Des Moines, parents and children from Lucas
County gathered in church basements and community centers to make
some of the decisions America, and the mob that eagerly waited in
Des Moines, sought.
Those meeting at Chariton, Iowa, population 5,116, were not subject to as much hubub as those in the city. Although Bill Shelton, attorney and precinct member for the Republican party said it was the
largest turnout his area ever had. Three precincts even had to move
to another near-by location because the room where it was held was
too small. Three precincts even had to move to another near-by location because the room where it was held was top small.
"The reason for the large turnout is the number of candidates running," said Kirk Stone, a Chariton resident and first time caucus attender. His father Keith, who has attended caucuses for many years,
agreed.
Keith Stone said he thought people in Iowa were fortunate. "We
get to see and meet the candidates personally," he said. "Other states
see candidates on TV and that doesn't do it." He said Sen. Gary Hart
had been in town on Saturday afternoon and George Bush's son had
been in town Monday morning.
Marilyn Johnson, newly elected committee person from Lucas County's Republican extension precinct, said she had participated in
caucuses for 35 years. She said caucuses were important for citizen
participation. "(Caucuses) are important because they establish the
grass roots of our politics," she said. "Important are the forming of
a central committee and platform."
Joanne Davidson, a Democratic participant of Lucas County's
precinct 2, said, "It's good to get together to talk things out."
Lucas County Attorney Paul Goldsmith agreed. "That's what we're
here for, to express our collective views. Everyone should have an
opinion."

Giving and receiving data simultaneously takes a lot of concentration.

Wn
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Volunteers for Pat Robertson carry signs in Des Moines, trying to drum ur
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The over-abundance of television cameras and news media at the Democratic headquarters is an indication of the importance of the Iowa caucuses. Iowa's are the first

caucuses held in our nation each election year.
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Winonan Photo By Stephen Hermann

A woman at a rural caucus voices her opinion on whether to permit prayer in public schools.

Winonan Photo By Sarah Tews

The latest totals of the caucus are relayed to the
home office.

mann

)rt.

Winonan Photo By Sarah Tews

A television crewmen at the Republican headquarters focuses his camera.

Yews

Many television stations, from loal to national, broadcast the caucus at the
capitol.

;;InTai -TIOTO—tly Jat8r1
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Two women tally votes that have been gathered by passing a
hat.
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Chocolate desires and urges around for long time
By JOAN HOPP
Staff Writer
The United States is a natiqn in
love with chocolate.
Carl Andrews, public information
manager for Hershey Foods Corporation said the average annual
consumption of chocolate per person in the U.S. is 10 pounds.
More chocolate is sold in the fall
and winter than in other seasons,
Andrews said.
"People seem to enjoy chocolate
more in cooler weather," Andrews
said.
Chocolate has been in existence
for centuries. In fact, when Cortez
invaded Mexico in 1518, he
discovered the Aztecs drinking
"cacaolatl" or "cacaohuatl" which
was prepared from roasted husk-,
ed cacao beans ground into a
powder and mixed with water.

The Spaniards regarded
chocolate as an aphrodisiac which
may explain its popularity on
Valentine's Day.
The same basic chocolatemaking process used centuries

ago is still used today.
Cacao beans are roasted, hulled and ground to form a thick liqueur which solidifies when cooled, constituting bitter chocolate.
Sweet chocolate is made by ad-

ding sugar and vanilla. Milk solids
are added to make milk chocolate.
Cocoa butter must be added to
all types to form the fluid chocolate
used in dipping confections.
"Only three nations," said An-

drews, "produce more chocolate
than the state of Pennsylvania.
Those are Switzerland, England
and the Netherlands."
Contrary to common belief,
chocolate is somewhat nutritious.
The roasted cacao beans contain approximately 50 percent fat,
20-25 percent carbohydrates and
15-20 percent proteins. Furthermore, the beans contain minerals
such as calcium, iron, magnesium,
potassium and sodium.
However, the beans also contain
theobromine, a stimulant similar to
caffeine.
A typical chocolate bar contains
about 250 calories. To burn those
calories, the average person would
have to read for about three hours
and 15 minutes or run for about 45
minutes.

avy.
cream
Ila extract

*king
fine
c *Co
cup fresh raspberries
-2

Chocolate's appeal is centuries old and dates from
Cortez's discovery in 1518 of the Aztec's drinking "Cacaolatl". The Spaniards regarded

to as*ns

sugar

'

Winonan Photo By Sarah Tews

chocolate as an aphrodisiac. Apparently this belief
has carried over to chocolate's Valentine's Day
appeal.

f404064
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Used paper brings profits for Winona State
By JULIE FOEGEN
Editor in Chief

Office workers at Winona State
University will now save money and
promote good community relations
just by keeping the millions of letterhead, invoices and notebook
paper they use each day.
On Monday, offices in nine campus buildings began a recycling
program designed by Matejeka
Recycling, 57 Johnson St.
Instead of throwing away their
used paper, employees in Somsen,
Phelps-Howell, the Performing Arts
Center, Watkins, Pasteur and Max-

well Library will now deposit it in
special desk trays provided by
Matejeka. Janitors will then empty
these trays and take the used
paper to the building's loading
docks where Matejeka employees
will collect it.
John Staats, Matejeka account
manager, said only certain types of
paper should be saved. This includes invoices, letterheads,
notebook paper, adding machine
tape, computer paper, scrap paper,
Xerox° paper, index cards and
test sheets. These types of paper
are considered "high-grade,"

Staats said.
Things such as paper clips,
staples and rubberbands will not
have to be removed from the reuseable paper because Matejeka
has a filtering system.
The paper that is unacceptable
are things such as 3M Post-It®
notes, anything with a label or tape,
newspapers, magazines,
phonebooks, Kleenex° , carbon
sheets, wrappers or cardboard.
Staats said Matjeka is capable of
handling this low-grade type of
paper but a different process is used to recycle it.

Matejeka will focus on the recycling of Winona State's high-grade
paper for now.
Staats said that recycling is good
in many ways. "Recycling will conserve valuable resources, lower environments emmisions, and raise a
positive image for the school," he
said.
It will also save the school
money. Staats estimated that
Winona State goes through about
two tons of paper each week. The
school is charged between $45 and
$50 per ton to have this paper
removed.

With recycling, the $45 to $50
cost each week will be eliminated
and the school will receive some
compensation. "It will be about a
$200 savings," Staats said.
This type of program has worked with such companies as Trane,in La Crosse, Wis., Gateway
Foods, La Crosse, University of
Wisconsin-La Crosse and G.
Heileman's Brewing Co.
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CRUISE SHIPS

ONE BETTER - PERM

NOW HIRING.M / F
Summer & Career Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus
world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean,

A style
like this
never goes
unnoticed.
SALE
39.88
Reg. $45.
I don't want to imply that
I crave attention. But
when I notice heads
turning.toward me I
certainly can't complain.
And the people who
made it all possible are
Helene Curtis and my
JCPenney stylist. I've
been waiting for a perm
that had enough hard
wave and curl for
people who aren't afraid
to go for that look. And
believe me, I'm not.
Why should you be,
either?

CALL NOW:
206-736-0775 Ext.468F

Buy any size Original Round Pizza at
regular price and get the identical pizza
FREE with this coupon!

Thinking of taking some time
off from school? We need
MOTHER'S HELPERS. House
hold duties and childcare.
Live in exciting NEW YORK
CITY suburbs. Room, board
and salary included. 203-6224959 or 914-237-1626

AT A CONVENIENT LITTLE CAESARS°NEAR YOU

WINONA MALL

National Marketing Company
looking for ambitious Jr., Sr.,

452-8752

or Grad Student to manage promotions on- campus this sem-

Delivery Available

ester. Earning potential up to

4:00 P.M. To Close

hours. Call Randi, Dee, or Terri

$5,000. Flexible part-time

at (800)592-2121.

Longer hair with special
wrap additional cost.
Includes shampoo, style and cut.
Sale ends Saturday, Feb. 13.

You can use your
JCPenney charge!

The Styling Salon at 454-7911
Mon.-Fri. 8:30-9:00
8:00-6:00
Sat.
12:00-5:00
Sun.
1987, J.C.Penney Company. Inc.

JCPenney
-r
- -16,91.6. 1

PART-TIME Marketing opportunity!
EARN MONEY and Gain Experience
marketing FORTUNE 500 Companies'
products ON CAMPUS! Flexible
Hours! References given. Call AMBA
at: 1-800-843-2786.

Happy Valentine's Day
0 1987

Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc.

Mom and Dad

VALUABLE COUPON

The Winonan
The shortest distance between you and what's going on.

<

CAUCUS THE MINNESOTA WAY
Feb. 23, 1988
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Student relationships same
but consumption differs

Hot Shot Poll
The national surveys were sent to 1,764 students
at colleges and universities in all 50 states and the
District of Columbia. A total of 490, or 27.7 percent
responded.
The Winonan asked 73 students the same

questions. These were the results:
1. Salary expected first year out of college:
a. under $10,000 - HS-7.6 percent WSU-7.3 percent
said yes
b. $10,001-$20,000 - HS-54.1 percent
WSU-20 percent
c. $20,001-$30,000 - HS-28 percent
WSU-51 percent
d. $30,001-$40,000 - HS-6.1 percent
WSU-9.5 percent
e. $40,001 or more - HS-3.7 percent
WSU-5.4 percent
2. How do you see yourself?:
a. up and coming; potential mover and shaker HS-50.8 percent
WSU-59 percent
b. concerned about future - HS-25.1 percent
WSU-21 percent
c. inner directed/self involved - HS-13.5 percent
WSU-8 percent
d. want to change the world - HS-8.4 percent
WSU-10 percent
e. content with status quo - HS-1.6 percent
WSU-3 percent _
3. How free time is spent:
a. socializing with friends - HS-49.4 percent
WSU-21 percent
b. reading - HS-23.3 percent
WSU-11 percent
c. sleeping - HS-13.1 percent
WSU-18 percent
d. watching TV - HS-5.5 percent
WSU-8 percent
e. exercising/competing in sports - HS-5.1 percent
WSU-37 percent
f. going to nightclubs/bars - HS-2.2 percent
WSU-5 percent

4. Quality most valued in any relationship:
a. honesty - HS-36.1 percent
WSU-56 percent
b. warmth - HS-21.4 percent
WSU-4 percent
c. intelligence - HS-18.2 percent
WSU-8 percent
d. sense of humor - HS-10.8 percent
WSU-12 percent
e. similar interests - HS-10.2 percent
WSU-16 percent
f. attractive appearance - WSU-1 percent
WSU-3 percent

by DAVE COOK
Staff Writer
Students at Winona State
University may agree with nationwide feelings on relationship
values and self views but differ
greatly on alcohol consumption.
The nationwide Hot Shot
Tropical Fruit Schnapps Poll was
completed by 490 college students.
Questions about relationships, job
expectations, and how you see
yourself were asked.
The Winbnan asked the same
questions in an unofficial survey of
73 students.
When asked about drinking
habits, nationwide, 41 percent of
polled students said they virtually
never drink. Only 4 percent of
students here answered that way.

5. Your drinking habits:
a. virtually never drink - HS-41.6 percent
WSU-4 percent
b. only on weekends - HS-31.2 percent
WSU-73 percent
c. two-to-five drinks per week - HS-21.4 percent
WSU-7 percent
d. two or more drinks per day - HS-3.7 percent
WSU-10 percent
6. Your choice of drinks:

a. beer - HS-38.2 percent
WSU-74 percent
b. low proof drink, i.e., schnapps/wine cooler
HS-20.2 percent
WSU-7 percent
c. mixed drinks, i.e., screwdriver, Bloody Mary
HS-19.6 percent
WSU-11 percent
d. wine - HS-10.2 percent
WSU-1 percent
e. straight whiskey - HS-5.1 percent
WSU-none
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Also, 74 percent of students here
said they only drink on weekends,
almost double that from the rest of
the country.
Another question asked was
what was most valued in any relationship. Students here agreed that
honesty was the most important as
did those from all over the country.
Surprisingly, attractive appearance was last with about 1 percent of the vote from both polls.
Richard Wedmann, a
sophomore marketing major, said
he "values honesty above all (in a
relationship) because without it you
have nothing."
Another question where Winona

RICHES/RAGS/ROMANCE
WA.

CARISCH THEATRES

Any way you slice it,
Domino's Pizza
is a great deal!

Professional center

Use all or any of the coupons below
and save on your next purchase
from Domino's Pizza. Get rolling!
Offer ends soon.

YOUR COMPLETE
RESUME RESOURCE CENTER

Call us!

Domino's Pizza will deliver your pizza hot and fresh - in less than 30 minutes.
Just give us a call.

454-3030

vss U.r drew, cs, less man 112000

F.1.1
•

Professional Resumes and
employment letter designed,
composed, and printed.
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0
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0 N
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909 WEST 5TH STREET
WINONA

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS!
FREE.

prn

.Aerciai Cour.
Third & Johnson Sts.
Winona. MN 55987
For individualized service,
call for appointment
(507)454-5758

..11:1C.1
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Two 12" These Pizzas
for $8.88
Additional Toppings Available
Just ask for the $8.88 Deal and get two 12" cheese pizzas for $8.88
plus tax. Pay just 880 per topping on both pizzas and you can make
a great deal even better. No coupon . 3 •ecessary. This offer expires
March 31, 1988.

o1)

WSW888

Not valid with any other offer. Valid at parti :ipating stores only. Llm4ed delivery
area. Our dirvers carry less than $20.00. ©19.: _ Domino's Pizza, Inc.
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Legal matters handled at WS U
BY CONNIE HEDRINGTON
Asst. News Editor

Do you need legal advice on
family law matters, bankruptcy, or
any other legal matters? If so,
Winona State University has the
counseling you need.
The legal service provided by the
paralegal association will advise
you or refer you to other sources.

Eric Johnsrude, an attorney with
the legal services, explained that
most of the cases he gets are those
between landlords and tenants.
David Jennings, who was an attorney for Winona State's legal services, said, "The service is a big
contribution on the attorney's part,
considering how little they are
paid." The student attorney may

B.C.

not assist the client in court, they
may only counsel them. Jennings
is now an active city attorney.
"The legal service was started
about four years ago with the student senate allocating the money
for the program," said Craig Stoxen, the student senate treasurer.
There are many areas that cannot
be handled by the student at-

torneys, like suits against Winona
State and tax matters.
Stoxen said, "Overall, business
is doing very well though it does
vary from week to week."
Every fee-paying student is entitled to office consultation with an
attorney. All Winona State students
are encouraged to seek advice on
any legal problem they might have.

BY JOHNNY HART

?imi viwwf

State students agreed with the rest
of the country was concerning how
you see yourself. Fifty-nine percent
of those polled here saw
themselves as up and coming, a
potential mover and shaker, compared to 50 percent for the nation's
college students as a whole.
The first radical difference between Winona State students and
the rest of the country happened
when they were asked about their
expected salary in the first year out
of college. Over 54 percent of college students polled expected
$10,000 to $20,000, whereas here
at Winona State over 65 percent
expected over $20,000.
Another difference in Winona
State students is how they spend
their freetime. Here 37 percent
claimed to spend their freetime
competing in sports or exercising,
but only 5 percent did in the Hot
Shot Poll. The nation's college
students said they spent their
freetime with friends much more
then they do here-50 percent to
21 percent.

o Creators Syndicate, Inc., 1987

Sunshine,
You light up my lifeYou make
me happyWe are so special together I'm happy you are my _
man. I love you .Moonshine

AT THE BOOKSTORE...
Winter Quarter
Book Buy Days
Cash paid for all current edition hardcovers
or paperback books.
FEBRUARY 25th and 26th
Buyer Hours 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
FEBRUARY 29th
Buyer Hours 8 a.m. t 1 p.m.
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Warrior women one of two on road
Neder honored as NAIA Player of the Week
By CHUCK FREDERICK
Sports Editor

Pat Neder erupted for one of her finest performances of the season, but the Winona State
University women's basketball team still only
managed to win one game of two on the road
last weekend.
The University of Minnesota-Morris beat the
Warriors Friday night 83-74. Head Coach Alice
Simpson said it was the Warriors' most
lackadasical and flat game of the season. And
it came against a team the Warriors have
already beaten.
A seemingly different team took the floor for
Winona State Saturday. The Warriors came
out fired up and beat Moorhead State University 79-63.
The shining gem for the Warriors this
weekend was Pat Neder. The Warrior guard
put together her finest two games of the year,
and was named the NAIA District 13 Player of

the Week.
Head Coach Alice Simpson said the Warriors looked to Neder all weekend.
"She was cooking," Simpson said. "Since
she was able to drive against (Morris), and her
shot was falling, we let her do pretty much what
she wanted."
What Neder wanted to do was get the ball
in the hoop, whether by shooting or passing.
In the two games she shot a remarkable 74
per cent from the field, and finished with 51
points. Her field throw percentage was a bit
lower. She made 11 of 20 from the charity
stripe.
Neder also added another 11 assists to her
NSC-leading total, and grabbed seven
rebounds.
"I tried to do what I could to spark the team,"
Neder said. "I was able to drive to the hoop
well and my shot was falling.
Unfortunately the shots weren't falling as

well for the rest of the Warriors as they were
for Neder or Morris. Morris shot 83 per cent
from the free throw line compared to Winona
State's 65 per cent.
From the field the Warriors hit on 50 per cent
of their shots compared to 52 per cent for
Morris.
"Morris shot well," Simpson said. "But
when you don't play good defense it's easy to
shoot well." Simpson said the Warriors
defense lagged against Morris.
She blamed the team's lifeless play on poor
mental preparation and Unproductive practicses. "I let them be bland in practice," she
said.
The Warriors came out like a house on fire
Saturday.
"Our performance was a fiery 'we'll show

Gymnasts second in meet
By TRACY STROTHER
Staff Writer
LA CROSSE, Wis. — After being
meet champions at the University
of Wisconsin—La Crosse Invitatinal for the past two years, the
Winona State University gymnastics team finished second in
what Warrior coach Steve Juaire
called "the stiffest challenge of the
`year."
Ball State, who Juaire said was
the pre-meet favorite, accumulated
135.25 points for tte win on Saturday. The Warriors had 133.8, and
the University of Wisconsin—La
Crosse finished a close third with
1b3.6.
Juaire expressed that the Warriors need more of a team effort.
"The problem is we're relying on
freshmen to do junior and senior
Work," said Juaire. "They just
don't have the experience. Later on
we'll build what we need through
experiencing tough competition
like this."
The highest score for the Warriors came from senior Laura
Robillard. She scored an 8.8 in the
uneven parallel bars to place second in the event.

Pat Neder

See Women, page 20

Award presi ented in
memory of player
By CHUCK FREDERICK
Sports Editor

The first David Simpkins
Memorial Award was presented
to senior defensive end Troy
Tonsager Friday night.
The award, which will be
handed out yearly to the Winona
State University football team's
most valuable player, has been
initiated to honor former player
David Simpkins.
Simpkins was a three-year
starter for the Warriors from
1978-1980. He was killed in a
construction accident in January
of 1987 in Chicago, Ill.
Former football coach Myron
Smith remembered the Prior
Lake, Minn. native as an intelligent, dedicated football
player.
"He was the one the kids kind
of rallied around," Smith said.
Simpkins was team captain in
1980.
Teammate Gene Swanson,
who presented the award to Tonsager during halftime of Friday
night's basketball game in
McCown gymnasium, said Simpkins led by example.
-

"He always got the job done,"
Swanson said. "He wasn't a rahrah type player. He let his play
on the field do the talking for
him."
In addition to playing defensive back, Simpkins also returned punts for the Warriors. He
was named All-Conference his
senior year.
After graduating from Winona
State in 1980 with a business administration degree, Simpkins
went on to the University of Minnesota where he earned a
degree in engineering.
Recipient Troy Tonsager was
a Warrior tri-captain last season.
He finished sixth on the team in
total tackles with 65. His tackles
were often behind the line of
scrimmage, though. He led the
team in tackles for a loss with 20.
He also led the team in quarterback sacks with 11.
David Simpkins' wife, Alice
(Beyer), was also a Winona
State graduate. She was a
regional qualifier and national
competitor for the gymnastics
team, competing in bars and
beam.

Three fifth place finishes were
added by sophomore All-American
Raquel Yurch, sophomore Sue
Cabot and freshman Jane Huseby.
Huseby placed in the floor exercise with an 8.65, while Cabot
scored. an 8.55 on the balance
beam.
Yurch earned her fifth place on
the bars with an 8.6. She also
scored 33.2 points for a sixth place
finish in the all-around.
The Warriors did well on the
bars, but Juaire still looks for a better performance on the beam.

Winonan Photo By Lynn Skelton

Winona State gymnast Jane Huseby throws a creative twist into
her routine Saturday at the meet held at UW La Crosse.

Results of last night's home
match against the University of
Wisconsin-Stout were unavailable
when the Winonan went to print.
The gymnasts will be at home
agian next Tuesday night against
Gustavus Adolphus College.

Winonan Photo By Beth Bicine

Gene Swanson presents senior Troy Tonsager with the David
SiMpkins Memorial Award.
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Runners finish third, fourth
By TRACY STROTHER
Staff Writer

LA CROSSE, Wis. — The
Winona State University men's and
women's track teams placed fourth
and third respectively in meets held
here Saturday.
The women acquired 18 points
for their third place finish in the
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
Invitational, and the men got 71
points to place fourth in the Cherry

with just nine runners.
The only individual champion for
the women was Rachel Hamilton in
the shot put competition with a
distance of 41 feet, 91/2 inches. She
has placed seventh in national
competition and is an All-American
hopeful.
Sue Putman also led the women
Warriors by scoring in all the
events she entered.
Putman joined Cora Hunger,

Coke Classic meet.
The Roonies of the University of
Wisconsin-La Crosse dominated
both the men's and women's
meets, winning both.
Both Warrior coaches were
pleased by their team's
performances.
"We do well with the numbers
we have," said women's coach
Marge Moravec in reference to the
fact that the Warriors competed

Winonan Photo By Chuck Frederick

Freshman Marty Smith clears the bar during the Coke () Classic held at the University of
high jump competition last Saturday at the Cherry Wisconsin- La Crosse.
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Ride the team bus!
Travel with the women's basketball team to the University of
Wisconsin-Eau Claire Feb. 28.
The bus will leave Memorial Hall
at 4:15 p.m. Cost is $5 and space
is limited. Call Coach Simpson for
details at 457-5218.

SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING
A confidential, non-judgmental clinic for family planning and
sexually transmitted diseases. For appointment phone452-4307 weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

641/2 W. 5th
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As another convenience, vve offer FREE delivery on Campus.
Our business hours will be 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m . tvionday
through Friday.
We're excited about being here for you and hopefully we will
be an asset to Winona State University. We look forvvard to
helping you with all your floral needs.
For your floral needs, on Valentine's Day weekend
we will be open starting Saturday at 8 a.m. and Sunday
at noon!
Remember: FREE delivery on campus!
We have a more than adequate supply of fresh roses!

Rosemarie's Campus Flower Shop
The Winona Mall
FREE delivery on campus 457-5615

Laura Leiurance, and Shelly Lee to
place second in the 880 relay with
a time of 2:02.57.
The team of Michelle Blanski,
Sheila Olson, Hunger, and Putman
placed third in the 4x400- meter
relay with a time of 4:50.7.
Putman also finished fifth in the
220-yard hurdles with a time of
31.9 seconds, and the 60-yard
hurdles, finishing at 9.3 seconds.
The La Crosse women totaled
183 points to nail down its team title. Luther College was a distant
second with 24 points.
The La Crosse men won its
championship with 192 points.
They were followed by the University of Wisconsin-Platteville who
had 107 points, and the University
of Minnesota-Waseca placed third
with 88.
Winona State's young men's
squad was led by three first place
finishes from Brian Reed, Paul
Nevera, and the 880-yard relay
team of Steve Farrell, Vic Atherton,
Dennis Noreen, and Blake Gottschalk. The foursome combined for
a time of 1:39.9.
Reed won the 1500-meter run
with a time of 4:09.5, and Nevera
ran a 2:02.8 in the 880-yard run for
his first place finish.
Lou Heidenreich took second
place honors in the two-mile run
with a time of 10:00.05.
Third place awards went to Marty Smith in the triple jump, 41-6,
Rob Holtus in the 5,000-meter run,
15:47.3, and Noreen iun the
600-yard dash, 1:19.8.
The Winona State track teams
will be back in action on the road
Saturday. The women will compete
in the Bethel Invitational, and the
men travel to the University of
Wisconsin-Eau Claire.
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Dining Room Specia
Free pitcher of pop
with order of large
Pizza
4-8 Dining Room Only

Also serving Spaghetti, Chicken, Shrimp,

Taco Salads, Sandwiches, and Salads.
*Check weekly for dining room special

Free Delivery on Winona State Campus
529 Huff, Across from Sheehan Hall, WSLI.
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The 19th Hole
By Chuck Frederick_

Ll

C'mon Warriors, two more wins
"Warriors win one of two," "Warriors split
weekend games," can't the hoopsters ever put a
couple of wins back-to-back?
Now would be a great time to start. The men need
to win their final two conference games. If they do,
they'll make the NIC playoffs. Wouldn't that be
great?
But can they do it?
I threw this question at a number of the players
this week, and got almost the same response from
each of them. Without wasting words the answer
was "no."
It was readily agreed that the Warriors would have
no problem with Bemidji State in Bemidji. But the
game which borders on impossible is against the
University of Minnesota-Duluth.
When asked if the Warriors could beat the
Bulldogs in Duluth, one player, who asked not to be
identified said, "Yah, right, Chuck, and it's going
to be 90 degrees out tomorrow."
TheWarriors needed to win both of its games last
weekend to make the playoffs, and the players knew

it. Win those two, the thinking went, and you don't
have to worry about Duluth. Unfortunately things
didn't work out.
Even more unfortunate, though, is the that the
Warriors' attitude hasn't changed from the "We
don't have to worry about Duluth attitude," but as
one of the players said, "Hey, anything's possible,
I guess." Sorry bud, but with that kind of confidence
it's not possible.
_ Listen I don't mean to come off ragging about the
team's mental preparation. In all fairness, Duluth is
a very good team. They almost never get beaten on
their home floor.
The Warriors have two non-conference games this
weekend at home to tune up for the deciding two
conference contests. Two wins could give the Warriors the confidence and momemtum they need
against Bedmidji and Duluth.
I'm confident about this weekend's games and the
momentum they will induce, and I predict a fourgame winning streak to close out the season.
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YOUR BEST DEAL TO DAYTONA

YOU DRIVE

(TO THE PARTY)

1 24 00
$ 20 9°°

WE DRIVE

(THE PARTY STARTS HERE)

INCLUDES:

• Round trip motor coach transportation to beautiful
Daytona Beach (WE DRIVE Packages Only). We use
nothing but modern highway coaches.
• Eight Florida days/seven endless nights at one of our
exciting oceanfront hotels, located right on the Daytona
Beach strip. Your hotel has a beautiful pool, sun deck, air
conditioned rooms, color TV, and a nice long stretch of
beach.
• A full schedule of FREE pool deck parties every day.
• A full list of pre-arranged discounts to save you money in
Daytona Beach.
• Travel representatives to insure a smooth trip and a
good time.
• Optional side excursions to Disney World, Epcot, deep
sea fishing, party cruises, etc.
• All taxes and tips.

SPEND A WEEK — NOT A FORTUNE
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
AND SIGN UP

Call Tim Meyer
457-2470
Sponsored by Campus Marketing

Tim Hoeft
454-6241

"EXPERIENCED PROFESSIONALS IN COLLEGE TOURS"
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Warriors split in
weekend games
Hallman, Glad score big

Winonan Photo By Lynn Skelton

Winona State's Darrin Miller (12) goes up
for a shot during Friday night's game

against University of Minnesota Morris. The
Warriors defeated Morris 92-87.

By JOHN DALZIEL II
Asst. Sports Editor
Despite a weekend series that saw Carter
Glad score 62 points and Dan Hallman score
51 points, the Winona State University
men's basketball team split a pair of conference games.
On Friday night, the Warriors upset the
heavily favored University of Minnesota—
Morris 93-87. Saturday night the Warriors
used a three-point basket by Dan Hallman
at the buzzer to force overtime before losing to Moorhead State University 105-101.
The Warriors were outscored in the extra
period 12-8.
Against Morris, Winona State used 33
points from Hallman and Glad, and 18 from
Darren Miller to spearhead the upset. The
Warriors led almost the entire way.
Led by 19 first half points from Hallman,
Winona State jumped out to a nine point
halftime lead, 46-37.
Morris battled back early in the second
half to make the game interesting. With 11
minutes left, Morris took their first and only
lead of the game, 59-58. But a basket and
a three-point shot from Glad put the Warriors
ahead to stay.
The Cougars would only get as close as
six points in the final six minutes of the
game.
Saturday night after leading almost the entire game, Winona State lost a heartbreaker
to Moorhead State. For the second time in
eight days, the Warriors lost an overtime
game.
Winona State dominated the first half of
play. With 1:20 to go in the first half, the Warriors held a 12 point lead, 44-32. At intermission Winona State led 45-36.

The second half saw the Warriors
squander their lead and lose their two
centers to fouls. Both Rich Glowacki and
Marvin Lewis fouled out midway through the
half. Before the night was over, seven
players fouled out for both teams, including
four Warriors.
A 14-4 run by Moorhead State, gave them
their first lead of the game 91-88, with just
over 1:30 left. Moorhead State appeared to
have the game on ice as they led by three
points with three seconds left.
The Warriors got the ball to Hallman who
put up a shot just outside the three-point
ring. It hit nothing but net to force overtime.
Overtime was not nice to the Warriors.
Moorhead State jumped out to a quick five
point lead 98-93 on a basket and a slam
dunk off an errant pass.
Winona State battled back, but it just wasn't
enough as Moorhead State won 105-101.
Winona State finished the game with four
players in double figures. Glad led all
scorers with 29 points. Despite this, he
seemed to struggle from the field. He made
just 9 of 24 shots, including 4 of 14 from
three-point range. Hallman poured in 18,
Miller had 16 and English added 14.
Winona State, 3-7 in the NIC and 8-14
overall, plays host to two non-conference opponents this weekend. On Friday night St.
Scholastica comes into Winona and on
Saturday the Warriors entertain Northland
College.
With the loss the Warriors' now need to
win their final two conference games against
Bemidji State University and the University
of Minnesota-Duluth to make it into the NIC
playoffs.

Pregnant?
and afraid?

There is a friend who cares.

A HEALTHY SMILE
Shows Your Style

lirthright
452-2421
free pregnancy test

free confidential help

RESEARCH PAPERS
16,278 to choose from—all subjects

February marks the 40th observance of National
Childrens Dental Health month. Your Winona Dental
Society reminds you that a healthy smile is easy.
Practice good dental habits and see your dentist regularly.
DR. JOHN A. ALAMPI DR. GEORGE JOYCE
50 W. 2nd St.
454-1628

50 W. 2nd St.
452-5118

DR. ROBERT BRIGGS

DR. L.L. KORDA

120 Walnut St.
454-5854

65 W. 4th St.
452-2670

DR. CHRIS CARROLL

DR. EDWARD
LITTLEJOHN

166 W. 3rd St.
452-1543

DR. JOHN CROSS
50 W. 2nd St.
452-5214

DR. MICHEAL FLYNN
1600 Gilmore Ave
452-406

DR. TODD FUNK
65 W. 4th St.
452-2670

DR. ANTHONY
MICHELICH
DR. TERRY RINDAH
207 Exchange Bldg.
452-9453

DR. CURTIS ROHRE
64 W. 5th St.
452-3502

DR. JOHN LUEBBE

DR. EUGENE
SCHOENER
70 E. 4th St.
454-2020

DR. THOMAS
MAUSZYCKI

DR • DAVID TABER

1600 Gilmore Ave.
454-1616

200 Exchange Bldg.
452-8338

DR. GARY GRANSETH DR. AURELIUS MAZE DR. JIM THOMPSON
1600 Gilmore Ave.
452-9453

70 E. 4th St.
4
452-5050

DR. MARK GREULICH DR. R.G. McGILL
207 Exchange Bldg.
452-9453

DR. GARY HAYES
420 E. Samia
454-3680

157 Lafayette
452-2072

Order Catalog Today with \Ma/MC or COD

800-351-0222
in Calif.1213) 477-8226

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance

11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available—all levels

NANNY
$150-200 / wk

507-454-W(

Do you love and enjoy children? Need a break,$$$$$$
for school? Comfortable homes ,
carefully screened families,
ample free time to explore
social and educational opportunities of historic New
England. One year commitment
required.
Mrs. Sprang
Child Care Placement Service
121 First ST.N
Minneapolis, MN 55401
612-332-5069

401 Exchange
454-1742

521/2 E. 3rd St.
452-1320

502 Center St.
452-5503

The Winonan sports staff is
looking for a new writer for
spring quarter. Knowledge of
sports and general writing
abilities a must. Please contact
me. I'm Chuck — 457-5119.

Remember Your Special Someone
on Valentines Day
VALENTINES DAY GREETING CARDS
By Recycled Paper Products
*PLUS...Valentines Day Specialties
Jewelry* Stuffed Animals* Picture Frames* Fun Mugs

Gifts That Are Sure To Please!

207 Exchange Bldg.
452-9453

DR. J.V. WADDEN
61 W. 4th St.
452-5346

75 PLAZA EAST
DOWNTOWN WINONA

BUS

op

1 OURS

. Inc

DAYTONA BEACH
F01, t

La4derdale

South Padre Island
DELUXE HOTEL ROOKS OR CONDOINDHUMS

DR. ROGER ZEHREN
207 Exchange Bldg.
452-9453

SPRING; BREAK
VACATION 70fRi
THE

Prices Start at 1141.51 P.P. for 7 Nights.
Tramputatioa Available. Options Galore !!
Party Cruises, Pool Parties, 1111.1maeimi, PUN ! !

HOURS: MON.- THURS. 9- 5, FRI.9- 9, SAT.9- 5, CLOSED SUN

Ca11:1-800-222-4139 or
(507) 454-6828 or 8477

•
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Warriors set to play ball
By JOHN DALZIEL II
Asst. Sports Editor

Junior third baseman Joe
Schultz does aerobics during
baseball practice in McCown

Winonan Pho o

Gymnasium. The Warriors have
been using aerobics for conditioning for the past four years.

"I can't see any reason why we
won't be in the running for a
fifth straight NIC title. We will
just have to have consistent pitching and no major injuries."

Senior Chris Shimek will be
utilized at second base. Todd Wanshura could also see action at second. Another possibility at short
would is junior Kurt Mosson.
Senior Dean Barkey returns at
third base. Barkey has also been
working out at short. In the case
that Barkey plays short,

Hopefully some of the Minnesota
Twins' magic will rub off on the
Winona State University baseball
team this spring when it will attempt to its 1987 Northern Intercollegiate Conference title.
Head Coach Gary Grob
Head Coach Gary Grob sounded confident when asked about his team's chances
sophomore Steve "Well-fed" Squire will play the hot
in 1988.
corner.
"We should have another competitive team this
The Winona State outfield should be filled with
year," Grob said. I don't see any reason why we won't
seniors. Last year's starting trio of Rob Sloan, Pete
be in the running for a fifth straight NIC title. We will
Goodfellow and Scott Cozad all return for their last
just have to have consistant pitching and no major
year.
injuries."
Cozad led the Warriors in games played (50), runs
The Warriors lost three pitchers, two catchers and
scored (44), triples (3), walks (40), and stolen bases
two infielders from last year's NAIA District 13 cham(22).
pionship team. But Grob said he has enough quality
If any of those players struggle, Grob says that he
players to replace all the seniors adequately, except
has some quality players ready to step in. Sophomore
at shortstop.
Todd Sukalski and transfer Rob lilies head the list of
"Our number one concern for the 1988 season will
back ups.
be the development of a shortstop," Grob said. "Brian
The Warrior battery seems to be loaded with talent.
Hellenbrand (NIC Co-Most Valuable Player of the Year
"We have a couple of good catchers who have a
in 1987 and a four-year starter) will be hard to
legitimate shot at starting," Grob said. Those catchers
replace."
are sophomore transfer Dan Galvan, junior Dave MatGrob said the spot will probably be filled by St.
son and junior Dirk Isrow.
Cloud State University transfer Bob Beirner.
Junior left-hander Brad Lange returns as the ace
of the Warrior staff. Lange, a two-year starter, will also
The Warriors will be led this season by Scott "Lumbe utilized as an outfielder. Seniors Tim Wagner and
py" Wanshura. Last year as a sophomore, Wanshura
John Costello return after having good seasons last
led Winona State in nearly all the hitting categories.
year. Lange, Wagner and Costello appear to have a
The Warriors will need him to duplicate his "Ruth-like"
lock on the starting rotation.
statistics if they are to capture their fifth straight NIC
title.
Grob hopes to find his other starter from a group
of good pitchers. Senior Gary Kelly and junior Mark
Wanshura led the Warriors in at bats (161), hits (66),
Braaten appear to have the early edge on the final
doubles (15), home runs (5), runs batted in (36), batstarting spot.
ting average (.410), and slugging percentage (.596).
Wanshura will be used mainly as a designated hitThe Warriors open their season with a seven day
ter, but could see some action at first base.
trip to Florida. From March 20-25, Winona State will
The infield at a glance seems to be solid.
play Judson College, Mt. Vernon, Olivet Nazarine,
Junior Mike Eckert is the favorite to start at first
Mid-American, Baker University and Taylor Universibase. Eckert's hard work has made him one of the
ty. April 4 will be the first home game for the Warriors
best fielders on the team.
against the University of Wisconsin-River Falls.

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
The Winonan is now taking applications
for business/ sales positions for 1988-89 school
year. Stop by the Winonan office in Kryzsko
Commons and fill out an application - today!

At the Bookstore
Price Sale
Winter Jackets
and

Jogger Suits
(Stock is Limited)

Women
Continued from page 16
you' approach to me, or a 'don't
give up on us coach, we can do it,"
Simpson said of her team's attitude
in Saturday's win.
And they did do it. The Warriors
broke its three-game losing streak
by coming from behind to win this
one.
The Warriors bounced back from
a 39-36 halftime deficit and
outscored the Dragons in the last
20 minutes 43-24 to earn the
victory.
The Warriors were again led by
Neder who poured in 29 points.

Jane Driscoll added 14 and Lisa
Maier contributed 13.
The Warriors' Lisa Parsons
scored 15 as she continued to
come back from an early-season
ankle injury.
But it looks like she might be
back out of the lineup this
weekend. Monday she was
diagnosed as having bronchitis.
Simpson said she is "questionable."
"At this point in the season it's
hard to be out even a day," Simpson said.
The key to beating the University of Minnesota-Duluth Thursday
and Bemidji State University Saturday is a healthy Lisa Parsons,
Simpson said.

Do you feel that just
attending classes is not enough?
We have the solution
to expand your business
horizons!

Join us on Thursday Feb 11
at 7:00 p.m. in the Purple Rooms
Kryzsko commons or call Lynn Pesta
at 454-8461

A

All business majors are invited
to attend an informational meeting
of Delta Sigma Pi.
\\

is a co-ed professional
business fraternity
"We mean business"

